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A B S T R A C T

In this study, amorphous carbon buffer layer containing nano-crystalline diamond grains was pre-deposited on
single crystal silicon (Si) wafers. (100) oriented diamond films were prepared on the buffer layer by increasing
deposition temperature. Morphology observation demonstrated that (100) oriented diamond plates appear on
the buffer layer, thus realizing the deposition of (100) oriented diamond film. Transmission electron microscopy
confirmed that (100) oriented diamond dominates deposition at high temperatures, leading to the formation of
the (100) oriented diamond plates. The fast lateral growth of nano-crystalline diamond grains with (100) or-
ientation in the buffer layer is the main driving force for the deposition of (100) oriented diamond film, pro-
viding a new route for the preparation of (100) oriented diamond films.

1. Introduction

The surface morphology of diamond films has a significant influence
on its performance, which is particularly important in different fields
such as tribology, machinability, optics, electricity and wettability
[1–11]. Therefore, the surface morphology of diamond films remains to
be intensively investigated since chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
diamond films have been developed. Several factors contribute to the
surface morphology of diamond films. Among them, the growth or-
ientation of diamond grains plays an important role related to the
surface morphology. There are three common orientations for diamond,
namely (111), (110) and (100) orientations [11,12]. Shapes of diamond
grains with different orientations have been discussed well in previous
researches. (100) oriented diamond film possesses the lowest surface
roughness among the three different orientations, benefiting from its
square surface. Compared to (111) and (110) facets, this makes (100)
oriented diamond films more suitable for tribological, optical and
electrical applications [11].

In previous studies, various methods have been proposed to deposit
(100) oriented diamond films [3,8,11,13–22]. The orientation of
polycrystalline films and the shape of isolated grains was efficiently
controlled through adjusting the deposition conditions [1,14,17,28].

(111) oriented diamond grains were usually achieved at lower methane
concentrations, whereas diamond grains deposited at higher methane
concentrations often exhibit (100) orientation [11]. Besides, the de-
position temperature has a great influence on the growth orientation of
diamond [3,22]. Highly oriented diamond films have also been pre-
pared by assisted CVD technologies, such as alternating current sub-
strate bias, lower-than-normal filament temperature pretreatment, bias
enhanced nucleation (BEN) and thermal carburization [16,19,20,22].
However, (100) oriented diamond films prepared by these methods
often have a low compactness, resulting from pores among large dia-
mond grains. Additonally, the deposition mechanism of highly oriented
diamond films is still unclear due to the missing experimental evidences
at nanoscale. Morphology observation and X-ray diffraction have been
employed to explain the growth of oriented diamond film [1,12,14].
However, these methods have not fully revealed the fundamental
growth mechanism of the highly oriented diamond films [23]. There-
fore, it is imperative to prepare compact (100) oriented diamond film
and investigate its deposition mechanism.

In this work, (100) oriented diamond films were deposited on
amorphous carbon buffer layer containing nano-crystalline diamond
grains using a microwave CVD device (MPCVD). Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) observation demonstrated that the diamond plates
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appear on the amorphous carbon buffer layers and the diamond films
exhibit (100) orientation. Moreover, the microstructure evolution of
single diamond plates on the (100) oriented diamond film has been
observed using transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

2. Experimental details

Single-side polished N (100) Si wafers with a thickness of 2 mm and
an area of 15 × 15 mm2 were used as substrates. The Si substrates were
mechanical scratched with diamond powders of 1 μm in diameter.
Afterwards, the substrates were seeded through ultrasonication treat-
ment in an acetone solution containing ultrafine diamond powders
(100 nm in diameter) for 10 min. Subsequently, the Si wafers were
cleaned with ethyl alcohol to remove residual diamond powders on the
wafer surface and dried with compressed air.

Amorphous carbon buffer layers containing nano-crystalline dia-
mond grains were pre-deposited on the seeded Si wafers using a MPCVD
device. The MPCVD device is mainly comprised of microwave source,
reactor, air intake, water cooling plate. In diamond deposition process,
the mixed gas containing methane and hydrogen is input in the reactor
and decomposed into plasma under the microwave produced by the
microwave plasma source. The deposition temperature was controlled
through adjusting the power of the microwave source. Pre-deposition
temperature and duration were kept constant at 900 °C and 8 h, re-
spectively. (100) diamond films were prepared on the amorphous
carbon buffer layers containing nano-crystalline diamond grains at 920,
940 and 960 °C respectively, through changing growth powers from 2.0
to, 2.3 and 2.5 kW. All pre-deposition and deposition processes were
conducted in a gas mixture of methane and hydrogen with flow rates of
10 and 400 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm), respectively.
Growth durations were kept constant at 8 h for all samples.

The temperature of substrate was measured by a portable radiation
thermometer (CHINO, IR-AH, Japan). Surface morphology of specimens
was examined by SEM (Thermo scientific, Verios G4 UC, USA). The
Raman spectra of diamond were measured by Confocal micro-Raman
spectrometer (Renishaw, inVia Reflex) with a laser wavelength of
532 nm. The cross-sectional TEM sample was prepared on a single
diamond plate deposited at 960 °C using focused ion beam microscopy
(FIB, Carl Zeiss, Auriga, Germany). The TEM sample was cut along the
diagonal direction of the single diamond plate. The microstructure of
diamond was characterized in detail by TEM (ThemoFisher, Talos
F200x, England) operated at an accelerated voltage of 200 kV.
Tribological tests were performed by a ball-on-disk tribometer (TRB3,
Anton Paar, Austria) operating in a linear reciprocating mode. For the
measurement, normal load, sliding speed and stroke length were 2 N,
20 mm/s and 5 mm, respectively. A Si3N4 ball of 6 mm in diameter was
used as a sliding counterbody. Nanoindentation experiments were
carried out using a Nano Indenter XP (MTS Systems, G200, USA)
equipped with a standard Berkovich indenter. Indentation depth is
2 μm, which is< 10% of the film thickness. The maximum load applied
on the sample was 650 mN.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the SEM micrographs of the pre-deposited buffer layer
and diamond films deposited on the buffer layer at different tempera-
tures. As illustrated in Fig. 1a, sharp micron-scale pyramid-shaped
clusters can be clearly seen in the film grown at 900 °C. From the inset
in Fig. 1a, it becomes obvious that every pyramid-shaped cluster con-
sists of numerous nano-crystalline diamond grains. However, diamond
plates appeared at the top of the octahedron-shaped clusters after in-
creasing the deposition temperature to 920, 940 and 960 °C, as can be
observed in Fig. 1 b-d, which is responsible for the (100) orientation of
the diamond films. For the deposition temperature of 920 °C, the plates
have side lengths of about 1 μm, as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 1b.
The size of plates becomes larger with increasing deposition

temperature. As the deposition temperature reached 960 °C, the plates
almost cover the entire film surface and even overlap each other,
forming a compact diamond film of (100) orientation. The average
plate size depending on deposition temperature is calculated in SEM
images. The average values of side lengths for diamond plates formed at
920, 940 and 960 °C were 1.34, 3.01 and 6.12 μm, respectively.

Fig. 2 displays the Raman spectra of the diamond films grown at
different temperatures. The characteristic peaks of diamond can be
clearly observed at 1332 cm−1 in all curves (Fig. 2a). However, broad
peaks at 1430 cm−1 were identified in the Raman spectra for diamond
films deposited at 920 and 940 °C. The weak peak at 1430 cm−1 can be
associated to the nano-crystalline diamond in the buffer layer [24].
Regarding the spectrum of the diamond film deposited at 900 °C, there
exists another broad peak at 1515 cm−1. It can be traced back to
amorphous carbon, thus verifying the existing of amorphous carbon in
the pre-deposited buffer layer [25,26]. Furthermore, the degree of
diamond crystallization is different for the different diamond films
prepared at different temperatures. This is confirmed by full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of the diamond peak at 1332 cm−1 as pre-
sented in a magnified view in Fig. 2b. The values of the FWHM at de-
position temperatures of 900, 920, 940 and 960 °C were 14.98, 6.20,
4.95 and 6.62 cm−1, respectively, showing a high degree of crystal-
lization at high temperature. The reason why the values of FWHM at
960 °C is bigger than the value at 940 °C, may be attributed to stress
induced by overlapping diamond plates in the diamond film.

Fig. 3 displays the XRD spectra of diamond films deposition at 900,
920, 940 and 960 °C. For 900 °C, diamond peaks of D-111, D-220, D-
311 can be observed in the XRD spectrum, which are induced by the
nano-crystalline diamond grains in the amorphous carbon buffer layer.
D-400 peak is very weak and hardly found in the spectrum. However,
the peaks of D-400 are obvious in the XRD spectra of diamond films
prepared at 920, 940 and 960 °C, verifying the deposition of 100-or-
iented diamond on the amorphous buffer layer.

It is intriguing that single crystal diamond plates appeared at the top
of the octahedrons-shaped clusters after increasing the deposition
temperature. In order to reveal the formation mechanism of the plates,
cross-sectional SEM and TEM characterization were conducted for a
single diamond plate on the diamond film deposited at 960 °C, since the
plates formed at 960 °C have the largest average size. The cross-sec-
tional TEM sample was in-situ prepared on the diamond film deposited
using FIB. Fig. 4a shows the cross-sectional SEM image of the single
diamond plate. It can be observed that single crystal diamond has been
deposited on the buffer layer. Fig. 4b reveals the cross-sectional TEM
image at low magnification. There are two different diffraction con-
trasts in the sample. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) of the
upper region displays a typical single crystal diffraction pattern of
diamond cubic structure along [011] direction. In contrast, the coun-
terpart of the lower region shows a diffraction circle of diamond {111}
planes, verifying the existing of nano-crystalline diamond in the buffer
layer. To observe these regions clearly, a magnified TEM micrograph of
the violet square (Fig. 4b) is given in Fig. 4c. At the top of sample, a
contrast typical for a single crystal can be seen. However, there is a
typical nano-crystal contrast at the bottom and many nano-crystalline
grains can be identified in this region. In order to further confirm the
respective microstructures, HR-TEM characterization was utilized.
Fig. 4 d-f present the corresponding HR-TEM micrographs of the areas
highlighted in Fig. 4c. Fig. 4d clearly shows that two nano-crystalline
diamond grains were embraced by amorphous carbon in the region
marked by an orange circle in Fig. 4c. Their grain sizes are about 8.82
and 10.93 nm.

The grain size can also be calculated using the FWHM of diamond
peak in the Raman spectrum. The relationship between the FWHM and
the grain size can be quantitatively expressed [27],
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where ω is the value of FWHM and L is the corresponding grain size. For
the diamond film deposited at 960 °C, the value of the FWHM is
6.62 cm−1. The calculated diamond grain size is 10.57 nm, which
agrees well with TEM results. Fig. 4e displays HR-TEM micrograph of
the region marked by a yellow rectangle in Fig. 4c. In this region, there
is (100) oriented diamond on the amorphous carbon, confirming the
direct heteroepitaxy of single crystal diamond on the amorphous carbon
buffer layer. The (100)-oriented diamond film is grown from the nano-
crystalline diamond grain in the amorphous carbon layer. When the
deposition temperature increases, the (100) oriented diamond grain
will preferentially grew up and form (100) oriented diamond film, ra-
ther than all oriented diamond grains underwent the same growth

process. However, these (100) oriented nano-crystalline diamond
grains have not been detected by TEM since they have the same or-
ientation with the single crystal diamond film. Furthermore, the region
marked by red ellipse in Fig. 4c shows a perfect cubic diamond struc-
ture with (100) orientation, meaning the realization of (100) oriented
diamond film deposition.

Since the (100) oriented diamond film was prepared on the amor-
phous carbon buffer layer, it not only possesses the advantages of tra-
ditional (100) oriented diamond film, but also provides a low pore
density in the diamond film. To investigate its mechanical properties,
nanoindentation and scratch testing were conducted on the diamond
film prepared at 960 °C. The load-displacement curve is shown in

Fig. 1. SEM images of (a) pre-deposited buffer layer and diamond films prepared on the buffer layer at (b) 920 °C, (c) 940 °C and (d) 960 °C.

Fig. 2. Raman spectra of diamond films prepared at different temperatures.
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Fig. 5a. The calculated hardness and Young's modulus were only 13.8
and 328 GPa, respectively, which are much lower than the counterparts
of traditional diamond film [28]. From Fig. 5b, it can been seen that the
diamond film has a friction coefficient of 0.19, which is consistent with
the result in previous research [29]. In virtue of the low pore density
and the existing of amorphous carbon in the prepared (100) oriented
diamond film, it would possess a high toughness. Combining the high
strength of single crystal diamond, the (100) oriented diamond film
with a unique structure comprising amorphous carbon buffer layer and
single crystal diamond, will be a promising material overcoming the

brittleness of traditional (100) oriented diamond film.

4. Conclusions

In summary, diamond films were prepared on pre-deposited amor-
phous carbon buffer layers. SEM and Raman shift were employed to
characterize the surface morphology as well as the quality of buffer
layer and diamond film. Cross-sectional SEM and TEM results demon-
strated that (100) oriented diamond film directly grows on the amor-
phous carbon buffer layer, thus leading to the formation of single
crystal diamond plate. HR-TEM observation of the interface between
buffer layer and single crystal diamond indicates that the formation of
(100) oriented diamond film is attributed to the fast lateral growth of
nano-crystalline diamond grains with (100) orientation in the amor-
phous carbon buffer layer.
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